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Rite Aid Inc (RAD) – Arbitrage With A 27.5% IRR 
Target Price Analysis 

Expected Return from $7.56 PPS (as of 8/11/16) = $8.25 
27.5% IRR for 4-month hold period 

(See Section I.B herein for calculations) 

Rite Aid Inc. (RAD) represents an attractive arbitrage opportunity. The shares, which 
currently trade at around $7.50 per share, are expected to be taken out by 
Walgreen’s Boots Alliance (WBA) at $9 per share by the end of 2016. The FTC should 
permit the transaction to go through, provided that WBA agrees to a certain amount 
of store divestitures (estimated by WBA in its most recent earnings call to be around 
500). Assuming the deal were to fail because of antitrust opposition, RAD would 
receive a termination fee of $325 million1, or around 30 cents per RAD share before 
payment of any applicable taxes (based on 1.042 billion diluted RAD shares 
outstanding as of 6/30/162). We currently estimate that the transaction has a 75% 
probability of going through at $9 and a 25% probability of failing. If the latter were 
to occur, we believe that RAD would go to around $6. Thus, RAD currently has an 
expected value of $8.25, representing a 27.5% IRR over a four-month hold period. 

The key risks to the deal closing are (i) the aforementioned antitrust risk and (ii) a 
material adverse event (MAE) occurring with respect to RAD’s business. The MAE 
clause in the merger agreement includes an EBITDA test, which states that RAD must 
maintain TTM adjusted EBITDA of at least $1.075 billion as of the end of the last 
month immediately prior to closing, based on the company’s internal financial 
statements. Over the past 4 fiscal quarters RAD has generated nearly $1.4 billion in 
adjusted EBITDA3, so this provision should not be violated by the closing date. Even if 
closing does not occur until the end of Q3 FY 2017, RAD would only need to average 
$207MM in adjusted EBITDA for each of the next 2 quarters to satisfy the test, or 
72% of the most recent quarter’s number. 
 
Disclaimer: As of the publication date of this report, Seven Corners Capital Management, other research contributors, and 
others with whom we have shared our research (the “Authors”), may have long or short positions in and may own option 
interests on the stocks covered herein and stand to realize gains in the event of price increases thereof. Following 
publication, the Authors may transact in any of the discussed securities. The Authors have obtained all information herein 
from sources they believe to be accurate and reliable. However, such information is presented “as is”, without warranty of 
any kind, whether express or implied. The Authors of this report make no representation, express or implied, as to the 
accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the results obtained from its use. All 
expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and the Authors do not undertake to update this report or 
any information contained herein. Please read our full legal disclaimer at the end of the report. 
  

                                                      
1 See Section 8.2(b)(iv) of the RAD-WBA Merger Agreement. 
2 See Note 4 to financial statements on page 12 of RAD’s Q2 2016 10-Q filing. 
3 Adjusted EBITDA for past 4 quarters: (i) Q1 FY17 = $286MM, (ii) Q4 FY16 = 383MM, (iii) Q3 FY16 = 373MM, 
and (iv) Q2 FY16 = 347MM. Total = 1.389B. Source: RAD earnings press releases for said quarters. 

https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=rad+stock&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=rad+stock&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8#q=wba+stock
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/84129/000110465915073813/a15-21848_4ex2d1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/84129/000110465916131002/a16-12016_110q.htm
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I. Investment Highlights 

A. Introduction to RAD 

As per the company’s 2015 10-K (page 2): 

Rite Aid is the third largest retail drugstore chain in the United States 
based on both revenues and number of stores. As of February 27, 
2016, we operated 4,561 stores in 31 states across the country and in 
the District of Columbia. In fiscal 2016, as we continued our 
transformation into a retail healthcare company, we began reporting 
our business in two distinct segments. Our Retail Pharmacy Segment 
consists of Rite Aid stores, RediClinic and Health Dialog. Our 
Pharmacy Services Segment consists of EnvisionRx, a pharmacy 
benefit management (PBM) provider that we acquired in June 2015. 

RAD will be combining with WBA, which is the 2nd largest drug store chain in the 
United States, after CVS (per Wikipedia). 

B. Analysis of Arbitrage Opportunity 

We estimate that the WBA-RAD merger has at least a 75% chance of closing 
successfully. If the merger closes, RAD shareholders will receive $9 in cash per RAD 
share.4 If the merger is cancelled, RAD shares will likely fall back to their pre-merger 
announcement levels of approximately $6, as shown in the following chart: 

 

                                                      
4 See Section 2.1(a) of the merger agreement: “Each share of [RAD] common stock…shall be converted into the 
right to receive $9.00 per share in cash, without interest.” 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/910612/000091061216000097/cbl-12312015x10k.htm#sE7F91E0CB6415CAB9CE9A8101A31A029
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walgreens
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As mentioned in the introduction, RAD would also receive a breakup fee worth 
about $0.30 per share if the merger is blocked on antitrust grounds, which should 
further cushion the blow from any cancellation of the merger (to be conservative, 
we have not added this to the $6 figure).  

To obtain our $8.25 expected value for RAD shares, we simply perform the following 
calculation: 

 
Amount Rec'd Weighting Expected Value 

Merger Closes 9.00 0.75 6.75 

Merge Blocked 6.00 0.25 1.50 

Total 
  

8.25 

 
(If we gave RAD credit for the $0.30 breakup fee, the expected value would increase 
to $8.33 per share.)  
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II. Merger Particulars 

A. Conditions Precedent to Closing 

The following are the mutual conditions precedent to the closing of the merger (see 
Section 7.1 of the merger agreement): 

(a) Stockholder Approval.  The Company shall have obtained the Company Requisite Vote;  

(b) No Legal Restraints.  No Law or injunction (whether temporary, preliminary or 
permanent) shall have been enacted, entered, promulgated or enforced by any Governmental 
Entity of competent jurisdiction (collectively, the “Legal Restraints”) which prevents, makes 
illegal, prohibits, restrains or enjoins the consummation of the Merger; and 

(c) Antitrust Consents.  The waiting period (and any extension thereof) applicable to the 
consummation of the Merger under the HSR Act shall have expired or been earlier 
terminated. 

Note that RAD stockholder approval has already been received. The antitrust 
consents will likely be received as well (at least a 80% chance, by our estimate). 
First, as noted in subsection C below, WBA’s management recently stated that they 
believe they will receive approval with approximately 500 divestitures (or about 
half the maximum allowable amount under the merger agreement5). 

The following are conditions precedent necessary for WBA to close of the merger 
(see Section 7.2 of the merger agreement): 

 (a) Representations and Warranties.  (i) The representations and warranties of the Company 
set forth in the first sentence of Section 3.1 (Organization and Qualification; Subsidiaries), 
Section 3.4 (Authority), Section 3.9(b) (Absence of Certain Changes and Events) and Section 
3.19 (Brokers) shall be true and correct as of the date of this Agreement and as of the Closing 
Date as though made on and as of such date and time (except to the extent that any such 
representation and warranty expressly speaks as of an earlier date, in which case such 
representation and warranty shall be true and correct as of such earlier date), (ii) the 
representations and warranties of the Company set forth in Section 3.3(a) and the first 
sentence and clause (i) of the second sentence of Section 3.3(b) (Capitalization) shall be true 
and correct in all but de minimis respects as of the date of this Agreement and as of the 
Closing Date as though made on and as of such date and time (except to the extent that any 
such representation and warranty expressly speaks as of an earlier date, in which case such 
representation and warranty shall be true and correct in all but de minimis respects as of 
such earlier date) and (iii) the representations and warranties of the Company set forth in 
this Agreement (other than those identified in clauses (i) and (ii)) shall be true and correct as 
of the date of this Agreement and as of the Closing Date as though made on and as of such 
date and time (except to the extent that any such representation and warranty expressly 
speaks as of an earlier date, in which case such representation and warranty shall be true and 

                                                      
5 See Section 6.4(d) of the merger agreement: “Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, in 
each case to the extent necessary in order to obtain the requisite Consents of Governmental Entities, Parent 
shall, and shall cause its subsidiaries to [divest retail stores], provided that (i), with respect to any sale, transfer, 
disposition, divestiture or hold separate of any retail stores of Parent, the Company or any of their respective 
subsidiaries, neither Parent nor any of its subsidiaries shall be required to (x) sell, transfer, dispose of, divest or 
hold separate, or (y) proffer, propose, negotiate, offer to effect or consent, commit or agree to any sale, transfer, 
disposal, divestiture or hold separate, in each case before or after the Effective Time, more than an aggregate of 
1,000 retail stores of Parent and its subsidiaries and the Company and its subsidiaries.” (emphasis added) 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/84129/000110465915073813/a15-21848_4ex2d1.htm
http://www.drugstorenews.com/article/rite-aid-shareholders-approve-walgreens-boots-alliance-merger
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correct as of such earlier date); provided, however, that notwithstanding anything herein to 
the contrary, the condition set forth in this Section 7.2(a)(iii) shall be deemed to have been 
satisfied unless the failure of such representations and warranties of the Company to be so 
true and correct (without giving effect to any “Material Adverse Effect,” “materiality” or 
similar qualifications contained therein) has had or would, individually or in the aggregate, 
reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect; 

(b) Performance of Obligations of the Company.  The Company shall have performed in all 
material respects each of the obligations, and complied in all material respects with each of 
the agreements and covenants, required to be performed by, or complied with by, it under 
this Agreement at or prior to the Closing, provided that the Company shall have performed in 
all respects the obligations, and complied in all respects with the agreements and covenants, 
required to be performed by, or complied with by, it under Section 5.1(c)(xiii)(A) of this 
Agreement at or prior to the Closing; 

(c) Certificate.  Parent shall have received a certificate of the Chief Executive Officer or the 
Chief Financial Officer of the Company, certifying that the conditions set forth in Section 
7.2(a), Section 7.2(b) and Section 7.2(d) have been satisfied; and 

(d) No Material Adverse Effect.  Since the date of this Agreement, there shall not have 
occurred a Material Adverse Effect; provided that clause (C) of the definition of Material 
Adverse Effect shall be excluded from such definition for the purpose of determining the 
satisfaction of this Section 7.2(d). 

Subsections (a) through (c) should be formalities. Subsection (d) is very likely to be 
satisfied; however one needs to closely review the definition of Material Adverse 
Effect. This full text of this definition is as follows: 

“Material Adverse Effect” means any event, development, circumstance, change, effect, 
condition, or occurrence that, individually or in the aggregate, with all other events, 
developments, circumstances, changes, effects, conditions or occurrences, (A) has, or would 
reasonably be expected to have, a material adverse effect on or with respect to the business, 
assets, liabilities, results of operations or financial condition of the Company and its 
subsidiaries, taken as a whole, (B) without limiting clause (A), results in, at Closing, a last 
twelve (12)-month Adjusted EBITDA of less than $1,075,000,000 determined as of the end of 
the last fiscal month ended prior to Closing for which internal financial statements of the 
Company are available, which financial statements shall be available no later than fifteen (15) 
days following the end of each fiscal month (it being understood that such monthly financial 
statements are not full financial statements and do not contain all required footnotes and 
other disclosures and are prepared in the Company’s ordinary course of business) or (C) 
prevents, materially delays or materially impairs the ability of the Company to consummate 
the Merger and the other transactions contemplated by this Agreement; provided, however, in 
the case of clause (A) or (B), any event, development, circumstance, change, effect, condition 
or occurrence to the extent arising out of or resulting from any of the following after the date 
hereof shall not be deemed, either alone or in combination, to constitute or be taken into 
account in determining whether there has been, a Material Adverse Effect: (i) any change or 
development generally affecting the economy or the financial, debt, capital, credit or 
securities markets in the United States or elsewhere in the world, including as a result of 
changes or developments in prevailing interest or exchange rates or the disruption of any 
securities markets, (ii) national or international political or social conditions, (iii) the 
execution and delivery of this Agreement or the public announcement or pendency of the 
Merger or other transactions contemplated hereby, including any Parent Permitted 
Transaction, including the impact thereof on relationships, contractual or otherwise, with 
customers, suppliers, distributors, or employees of the Company or its subsidiaries (provided 
that this exception shall not be applied to clause (B) above), (iv) any change in any applicable 
Laws or applicable accounting regulations or principles, including GAAP, or interpretations 
thereof, (v) any hurricane, tornado, earthquake, flood, tsunami or other natural disaster or 
outbreak or escalation of hostilities or war (whether or not declared), military actions or any 
act of sabotage, terrorism or other international or national emergency, or other force 
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majeure event or natural disaster or act of God or other comparable events, (vi) any change in 
the price or trading volume of Company Common Stock or the credit rating of the Company, 
in and of itself, (vii) any failure by the Company to meet (x) any published analyst estimates, 
expectations, projections or forecasts of the Company’s revenue, earnings, cash flow, cash 
positions or other financial performance or results of operations for any period or (y) its 
internal or published projections, budgets, plans, forecasts, guidance, estimates, milestones of 
its revenues, earnings or other financial performance or results of operations, in and of itself, 
(viii) any change or development in the industries in which the Company and its subsidiaries 
operate, (ix) the identity of Parent or its subsidiaries (provided that this exception shall not 
be applied to clause (B) above), (x) any communication by Parent or its subsidiaries 
regarding the plans or intentions of Parent with respect to the conduct of the business of the 
Surviving Corporation or its subsidiaries or (xi) any action taken by the Company, or which 
the Company causes to be taken by any of its subsidiaries, in each case which is expressly 
required or permitted by this Agreement (other than pursuant to clause (a) of Section 5.1) or 
at Parent’s express written request (provided that this exception shall not be applied to clause 
(B) above); except (A) to the extent (and only to the extent) any such event, development, 
circumstance, change, effect, condition or occurrence described in clauses (i), (ii), (iv), (v) or 
(viii) is disproportionately adverse to the business, assets, liabilities, results of operations or 
financial condition of the Company and its subsidiaries, taken as a whole, as compared to 
other participants in the industries in which the Company and its subsidiaries operate and 
(B) that clauses (vi) and (vii) shall not prevent or otherwise affect a determination that any 
events, developments, circumstances, changes, effects, conditions or occurrences underlying 
such changes or failures constitute or contribute to a Material Adverse Effect; provided, 
further, that the exceptions in clause (iii) above shall not apply with respect to references to 
Material Adverse Effect in those portions of the representations and warranties contained in 
Section 3.5(a) (and in Section 7.2(a) and Section 8.1(e)(i) to the extent related to such 
portions of such representation) to the extent the purposes of such representations and 
warranties is to address the consequences resulting from the execution, delivery and 
performance of this Agreement by the Company or the consummation of the Merger and the 
other transactions contemplated by this Agreement. (emphasis added) 

We note the key requirement, that an MAE will occur if “at Closing, [the] last twelve 
(12)-month Adjusted EBITDA [is] less than $1,075,000,000 determined as of the end 
of the last fiscal month ended prior to Closing”. As noted in the introduction above, 
though, this requirement is likely to be satisfied unless RAD’s business suddenly 
falls off of a cliff prior to closing, as RAD’s most recent TTM Adjust EBITDA is nearly 
$1.4 billion. Hence, we estimate a 95% chance that the MAE tests will be satisfied by 
RAD. 

Putting our antitrust probability (80%) together with our MAE probability (95%) 
yields an overall probability of 76% that both are satisfied. To be slightly 
conservative, we round this down to 75% in our $8.25 expected value calculation 
(see Section I.B above). 

B. Termination Fees and Specific Performance 

Section 8.2(b) of the merger agreement describes the $325 million termination fee 
payable to RAD in the event the merger is cancelled by WBA or RAD due to antitrust 
reasons. Clause (d) is the key clause: 

(d) [If] this Agreement is terminated by [WBA] or [RAD] pursuant to (x) Section 8.1(b) 
[because the merger is blocked for antitrust reasons] or (y) Section 8.1(c) [due to the failure 
to receive antitrust clearance by the October 27, 2016 end date (which may be extended to 
January 27, 2017], then [WBA] shall pay $325 million (the “Parent Termination Fee”) to 
RAD]…; provided, however, that the amount of the Parent Termination Fee shall be increased 
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to $650 million if, following a date that is the seven (7) month anniversary of the date of this 
Agreement but prior to the date that is the twelve (12) month anniversary of the date of this 
Agreement, a Parent Permitted Transaction has been consummated or entered into or Parent 
has announced any plans to enter into any specific Parent Permitted Transaction…. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Parties agree that, for purposes of this 
Agreement, Parent shall be deemed to have announced plans to enter into any specific Parent 
Permitted Transaction as a result of having made publicly available a “bear hug” letter, or a 
tender or exchange, take-over bid or other public offer to acquire all or a controlling interest 
with respect to a Parent Permitted Transaction. (emphasis added) 

Furthermore, in the event that WBA were to unreasonably refuse to close the 
transaction, the merger agreement contains a section regarding specific 
performance, as follows:  

SECTION 9.12 Specific Performance. The Parties agree that irreparable damage for which 
monetary damages, even if available, may not be an adequate remedy, would occur in the 
event that the Parties do not perform the provisions of this Agreement (including failing to 
take such actions as are required of it hereunder in order to consummate this Agreement) in 
accordance with its specified terms or otherwise breach such provisions.  The Parties 
acknowledge and agree that the Parties shall be entitled to an injunction, specific 
performance and other equitable relief to prevent breaches or threatened breaches of this 
Agreement and to enforce specifically the terms and provisions hereof, this being in addition 
to any other remedy to which they are entitled at law or in equity.  Each of the Parties agrees 
that prior to the valid termination of this Agreement in accordance with Article VIII, it will not 
oppose the granting of an injunction, specific performance and other equitable relief as 
provided herein on the basis that (x) either Party has an adequate remedy at law or (y) an 
award of specific performance is not an appropriate remedy for any reason at law or equity…. 
(emphasis added) 

C. Recent Events Regarding Merger 

On July 6, 2016, WBA announced its Q3 FY 2016 earnings (see here). WBA included 
the following in its earnings press release regarding the RAD merger: 

Rite Aid Acquisition 

Walgreens Boots Alliance’s proposed acquisition of Rite Aid Corporation, which was 
announced 27 October 2015, is progressing as planned. The transaction is subject to the 
expiration or termination of applicable waiting periods under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust 
Improvements Act of 1976, as amended, and other customary closing conditions. 

On 1 June 2016, the company completed a public offering of $6 billion aggregate principal 
amount of unsecured, unsubordinated notes with varying maturities and interest rates. The 
company intends to use the net proceeds to fund a portion of the cash consideration payable 
in connection with its pending acquisition of Rite Aid, to retire a portion of Rite Aid’s existing 
debt and to pay related fees and expenses. 

Walgreens Boots Alliance is continuing its integration planning and continues to expect the 
Rite Aid transaction to close in the second half of calendar 2016.. 

In addition, the following excerpts regarding the status of the RAD merger are taken 
from WBA’s earnings conference call (both prepared remarks and Q&A session):  

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1618921/000119312516641959/d223773dex991.htm
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In addition, on August 10, 2016 DealReporter confirmed the likelihood of receiving 
FTC clearance, which caused RAD shares to spike from around $7 to around $7.50: 
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III. Historical Financials 

A. RAD’s Historical Financial Data 

Below please find past 5-year financial data for RAD: 

 
Note that revenues increased by around 4% annually during the covered period. 
Gross margin dollars have likewise increased from $6.79 billion to $7.83 billion, or 
3.6% annually. Shareholder equity increased by around $3 billion, mainly due to the 
reversal of the company’s tax valuation allowance in FY 2015.  
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Below please find the most recent 6-month financial data for RAD: 
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B. RAD’s Earnings Estimates 

Below are analyst estimates for earnings and revenues for RAD for this fiscal year 
and next fiscal year: 

 
Assuming RAD were to fall to $6 per share following a termination of the merger 
agreement, this would represent a 4% forward earnings yield (0.24 / 6.00). 
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IV. Risk Factors 
Below are some key risk factors involved in an investment in RAD shares (investors 
should carefully review all of the risk factors set forth RAD’s SEC filings, for example 
here): 

Risks Related to the Merger 

x There can be no assurance that the proposed Merger with WBA will occur. On February 4, 2016, the 
proposal to adopt the Merger was approved by holders of approximately 74% of our outstanding 
common stock entitled to vote as of the record date. However, completion of the Merger is subject to 
certain conditions, including, among others, (i) the absence of any order or law prohibiting the Merger; 
(ii) the expiration or earlier termination of the waiting period under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust 
Improvements Act of 1976, as amended; (iii) the accuracy of the parties' respective representations 
and warranties, subject in some instances to materiality or "Material Adverse Effect" qualifiers, as of 
the date of the Merger Agreement and the closing date of the Merger; (iv) the parties' respective 
performance in all material respects (or, with respect to Rite Aid's specified obligations relating to 
incurring indebtedness, in all respects) of their respective agreements and covenants contained in the 
Merger Agreement at or prior to the closing of the Merger; and (v) the absence of a "Material Adverse 
Effect" with respect to us, since the execution of and as defined in the Merger Agreement, including the 
absence of any event, development, circumstance, change, effect, condition or occurrence that results 
in, at closing, Rite Aid's last twelve (12) months Adjusted EBITDA (as such term is defined in the 
Merger Agreement), being less than $1.075 billion determined as of the end of the last fiscal month 
ended prior to closing for which internal financial statements of Rite Aid are available. While we 
believe we will receive the requisite approvals, there can be no assurance that these and other 
conditions to closing will be satisfied at all or satisfied on the proposed terms and schedules as 
contemplated by the parties. Satisfaction of the closing conditions may delay the completion of the 
Merger, and if certain closing conditions are not satisfied prior to the end date specified in the Merger 
Agreement, the parties will not be obligated to complete the Merger. 

x If the Merger is not completed for any reason, we will have incurred substantial expenses. We have 
incurred substantial legal, accounting and financial advisory fees that are payable by us whether or not 
the Merger is completed, and our management has devoted considerable time and effort in connection 
with the pending Merger. If the Merger Agreement is terminated under certain limited circumstances, 
the Merger Agreement may require us to pay WBA a termination fee of $325 million. For these and 
other reasons, a failed merger could materially adversely affect our business, operating results or 
financial condition. In addition, the trading price of our common stock could be adversely affected to 
the extent that the current price reflects an assumption that the Merger will be completed. 

x The pendency of the Merger could cause disruptions in and create uncertainty regarding our business, 
which could have an adverse effect on our financial condition and results of operations, regardless of 
whether the Merger is completed. These risks, which could be exacerbated by a delay in the completion 
of the Merger, include the following: (i) certain vendors may change their programs or processes which 
might adversely affect the supply or cost of the products, which then might adversely affect our stores 
sales or gross profit; (ii) negotiations with third party payors might be adversely affected which then 
might adversely affect our stores sales or gross profit; (iii) our current and prospective associates may 
experience uncertainty about their future roles with WBA, which might adversely affect our ability to 
attract and retain key personnel; (iv) key management and other employees may be difficult to retain 
or may become distracted from day-to-day operations because matters related to the Merger may 
require substantial commitments of their time and resources, which could adversely affect our 
operations and financial results; (v) our current and prospective customers may experience 
uncertainty about the ability of our stores to meet their needs, which might cause customers to make 
purchases or fill their prescriptions elsewhere; (vi) our ability to pursue alternative business 
opportunities, including strategic acquisitions, is limited by the terms of the Merger Agreement. If the 
Merger is not completed for any reason, there can be no assurance that any other transaction 
acceptable to us will be offered or that our business, prospects or results of operations will not be 
adversely affected; (vii) our ability to make appropriate changes to our business may be restricted by 
covenants in the Merger Agreement; these restrictions generally require us to conduct our business in 
the ordinary course and subject us to a variety of specified limitations absent WBA's prior written 
consent. We may find that these and other contractual restrictions in the Merger Agreement may delay 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1560385/000155837016005688/lmca-20160331x10q.htm#PART_II__OTHER_INFORMATION
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or prevent us from responding, or limit our ability to respond, effectively to competitive pressures, 
industry developments and future business opportunities that may arise during such period, even if 
our management believes they may be advisable; and (viii) the costs and potential adverse outcomes of 
litigation relating to the Merger. 
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V. Conclusion 
The above-discussed RAD merger arbitrage opportunity is attractive because (i) the 
spread is relatively wide, even though the merger is likely to win antitrust approval, 
(ii) the downside scenario if the merger fails is not overly draconian, with RAD 
expected to fall just $1.50 per share to around the $6 level, and (iii) the merger is 
likely to be consummated by the end of 2016. Given the foregoing, if nothing upsets 
the apple cart and the merger closes by Christmas, today’s RAD purchaser is 
expected to obtain a ~27.5% IRR on his investment (see top of 1st page of this 
summary). 

While the market provides many other opportunities for an investor, it is difficult to 
find stocks with an IRR of 27.5%. This lead to the conclusion that RAD is currently a 
strong buy. 
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VI. Disclaimer 
As of the publication date of this report, Seven Corners Capital Management and its 
affiliates (collectively, “Seven Corners”) have long positions in Rite Aid stock 
(“RAD”). In addition, others that contributed research to this report and others that 
we have shared our research with (collectively with Seven Corners, the “Authors”) 
likewise may have long positions in, and/or own options on, RAD. The Authors 
stand to realize gains in the event that the price of the stock increases. Following 
publication of the report, the Authors may transact in the securities of the company 
covered herein. All content in this report represent the opinions of Seven Corners. 
The Authors have obtained all information herein from sources they believe to be 
accurate and reliable. However, such information is presented “as is,” without 
warranty of any kind—whether express or implied. The Authors make no 
representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness 
of any such information or with regard to the results obtained from its use. All 
expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and the Authors do not 
undertake to update or supplement this report or any information contained herein. 

This document is for informational purposes only and it is not intended as an official 
confirmation of any transaction. All market prices, data and other information are 
not warranted as to completeness or accuracy and are subject to change without 
notice. The information included in this document is based upon selected public 
market data and reflects prevailing conditions and the Authors’ views as of this date, 
all of which are accordingly subject to change. The Authors’ opinions and estimates 
constitute a best efforts judgment and should be regarded as indicative, preliminary 
and for illustrative purposes only. 

Any investment involves substantial risks, including, but not limited to, pricing 
volatility, inadequate liquidity, and the potential complete loss of principal. This 
report’s estimated fundamental value only represents a best efforts estimate of the 
potential fundamental valuation of a specific security, and is not expressed as, or 
implied as, assessments of the quality of a security, a summary of past performance, 
or an actionable investment strategy for an investor. 

This document does not in any way constitute an offer or solicitation of an offer to 
buy or sell any investment, security, or commodity discussed herein or of any of the 
affiliates of the Authors. Also, this document does not in any way constitute an offer 
or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security in any jurisdiction in which such 
an offer would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. To the best 
of the Authors’ abilities and beliefs, all information contained herein is accurate and 
reliable. The Authors reserve the rights for their affiliates, officers, and employees to 
hold cash or derivative positions in any company discussed in this document at any 
time. As of the original publication date of this document, investors should assume 
that the Authors are long shares of RAD and may have positions in financial 
derivatives that reference this security and stand to potentially realize gains in the 
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event that the market valuation of the company’s common equity is higher than 
prior to the original publication date. These affiliates, officers, and individuals shall 
have no obligation to inform any investor or viewer of this report about their 
historical, current, and future trading activities. In addition, the Authors may benefit 
from any change in the valuation of any other companies, securities, or commodities 
discussed in this document. Analysts who prepared this report are compensated 
based upon (among other factors) the overall profitability of the Authors’ 
operations and their affiliates. The compensation structure for the Authors’ analysts 
is generally a derivative of their effectiveness in generating and communicating new 
investment ideas and the performance of recommended strategies for the Authors. 
This could represent a potential conflict of interest in the statements and opinions in 
the Authors’ documents. 

The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by 
reference, forward-looking statements, which would include any statements that 
are not statements of historical fact. Any or all of the Authors’ forward-looking 
assumptions, expectations, projections, intentions or beliefs about future events 
may turn out to be wrong. These forward-looking statements can be affected by 
inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other 
factors, most of which are beyond the Authors’ control. Investors should conduct 
independent due diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax 
experts, on all securities, companies, and commodities discussed in this document 
and develop a stand-alone judgment of the relevant markets prior to making any 
investment decision. 

 

 

 


